The AC5000 high speed handpiece:
- A quieter handpiece
- A smoother handpiece
- A better balanced handpiece for longer life
- Weighted and balanced for improved feel
- Field replacement turbines for ease of repair, less down time and overall cost savings
- Priced very competitively

- Mini head push button and bur tooled handpieces accept standard bur or short shank burs for additional access in the oral cavity
- Completely autoclavable/chemiclavable
- 350,000 RPM’s at 32 PSI
- Manufactured in the U.S.A.
- Six month warranty

Standard Head
- Available in standard bur tooled or push button handpiece

Miniature Head
- Available in standard bur tooled or push button handpiece
- Accepts short shank and standard FG burs

Light Weight
- Available in standard bur tooled or push button handpiece
- Weighs only 33 grams

Fiber Optic
- Available in push button handpiece only

Press ‘N’ Swivel High Speed Handpiece

Non Fiber Optic
- Swivel Quick Connect handpieces available in push button only
High Speed Replacement Turbines & Accessories

Turbines to fit Athena Champion & Similar Handpieces

Athena Champion Turbines to fit Midwest & Star

Athena Champion Turbines to fit Kavo Push Button

Lubricants, Caps & Wrenches

All turbines carry a 180 day warranty. Quiet-Air, Quiet-Air L, In-sight, Tradition, Tradition L, Midwest 8000 & 8000i are registered trademarks of DENTSPLY Midwest. Star, Vista and Concentrix are registered trademarks of DEN-TAL-EZ.